Ceph - Backport #12314

mon: adding existing pool as tier with --force-nonempty clobbers removed_snaps

07/13/2015 06:10 PM - Nathan Cutler

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Sage Weil
Target version: v0.94.3
Release: hammer

Spent time: 0.00 hour

Description
hammer commit: 13c8d58da1303cc68d99da19f79d625f91f99d43

Related issues:
Copied from Bug #11493: mon: adding existing pool as tier with --force-nonempty...

Resolved 04/28/2015

History

#1 - 07/14/2015 08:56 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to Resolved

#2 - 08/30/2015 11:50 AM - Loic Dachary
- Target version set to v0.94.3